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.11IAMI LAW QUARTERLY
It seems that the author has not significantly altered his views since he
wrote Industrial Fluctuations in 1927. He still believes that the immediate
causes lying behind general movements of employment are to be attributed
to shifts in the expectational vista of the business man.
The time is not yet ripe, and our knowledge still too imperfect, to under-
take the formidable task of critically appraising the factors underlying long-run
economic development, therefore, we will abstaii from critically discussing
Professor Pigou's dynamics.
When the reading of the book ended, this reader was deeply impressed
by the logical consistency of the exposition. The questions raised are sug-
gestive of novel methods and paths for theoretical research. Even if one dis-
agrees with some of the underlying assumptions one cannot but feet the most
profound respect and admiration for the author of such a splendid work in
theoretical economics.
DR. GEORGE J. MAI.ANOS ASS'T PROr., DEPT. OF ECONOMICS
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI
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